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Purpose
This presentation is meant to give insight into the SEO functionality of
various pages on the web site itself, digging deeper into what makes
them successful or unsuccessful in reaching potential customers through
searchability on the Internet.
Four pages have been analyzed in total, with recommendations for
improvements and optimizations in key areas revolving around HTML
code within the web site itself. Through focus on keyword search volume
and other metrics, we can reasonably make changes to the web site that
do not change its overall structure but work implicitly to improve brand
reach and presence.

Home Page
https://osirisorganics.com/

Title Tag

Meta Description
Tag

Headings

Headings Analysis

Osiris Organics | Plant
Based Wellness

Craft your daily
wellness ritual with
Osiris Organics Premium Natural
Wellness Solutions

H1 headings

These headings seem
slightly sporadic until you
look at the structure of
the actual homepage
itself. They include
navigational H2 headings
such as “Best Sellers” and
“Shop By” as well as
headings that sell the
brand/lifestyle as well.

(38 characters)
This is a good page title
that could be enhanced
by instead using the term
"CBD" which achieves a
greater keyword search
volume.

(91 characters)

- Osiris Organics
- Congratulations
H2 headings

- Spend $75 to receive a
This is a good length for a FREE Tincture!
meta description that
- Feel the Difference
uses optimal keywords
-Premium Broadand includes a sufficient Spectrum CBD
call to action.
-Best Sellers
-Shop By
-Learn About Natural
Wellness

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Home Page - Image Analysis
21 Total Images - 3 without alt attribute – 8 with empty alt attribute
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt="Osiris Organics"

The Image ALT tag “Osiris
Organics” is good because it
describes exactly what the
image is - the company logo.
No suggested changes.

alt="Osiris Organics Premium
Hemp CBD Mint Tincture"

The Image ALT Tag for this
particular item describes the
product exactly and includes
keywords such as Osiris and
CBD. This is a great example
of an image alt tag for the
web site.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Home Page - Image Analysis
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

<img class="grid-product__image
lazyautosizes lazyloaded" datawidths="[180, 360, 540, 720, 900, 1080]"
data-aspectratio="1.0" data-sizes="auto"
alt=""

In the pasted HTML code, you can
see that the Image ALT tag is
empty. This image appears
directly next to the one above on
the home page. A suggested text
would be alt="Osiris Organics
Premium Hemp Dog Chews"

alt=""

This image is particularly interesting
because it appears as the background for
a link within the web site. It contains an
empty ALT tag, which could be better
served by adding
alt="Osiris Organics Broad Spectrum CBD
for sleep" to increase its searchability,
thereby increasing the searchability of the
web site.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Home Page - Image Analysis
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt="Osiris Organics Tattoo
Care and Maintenance Balm"

This image ALT tag is good because it
describes the product itself, however
one suggestion would be to include
“CBD” as a keyword to increase
traffic. Additionally, this same image
occurs further down the page,
however that image does not contain
an image ALT tag. It would serve the
page well to ensure that all images
are synced.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Home Page – Keyword Focus
The most common keywords on the Home Page are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

shop – 7 times
close – 5 times
tincture - 5 times
code – 5 times
care – 4 times

This keyword focus is puzzling because there does not seem to be a focus. While there is
no perfect keyword density, there should be some sort of cohesion within the keywords
linking them together. Additionally, prominent keywords should have higher search
volumes in which the domain can compete and optimize click rates. The keyword focus
should focus more on CBD and wellness. Two of the most prominent keywords are “shop”
and “code”. As an up and coming company, the focus on the home page should be on
solidifying the Osiris Organics brand and customer interest in CBD products. As opposed
to trying to sell them immediately on the product, we should be selling them the Osiris
Organics lifestyle.
Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Products Page
https://osirisorganics.com/collections/all

Title Tag

Meta Description
Tag

Headings

Headings Analysis

Products – Osiris Organics

Craft your daily wellness
ritual with Osiris Organics Premium Natural Wellness
Solutions

H1 headings

The products page only
contains one H1 heading.
This is a hindrance to site
organization and
searchability. The
navigation grid at the top
of the page, with links to
Ingestible, Topical, Skin
Care, and Pets categories
of products looks terrific,
but could be redone
using H1 HMTL headings
for Search Engine
Optimization.

(26 characters)
This title tag is adequate, but
could be enhanced. I would
suggest “Shop CBD
Products” to include better
keywords.

(91 characters)
This meta description is the
exact same as the meta
description for the Home
Page. I would suggest
changing it to reflect the
page itself: “Shop all Osiris
Organics CBD Products to
craft your premium daily
wellness ritual”

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

- Congratulations

Products Page - Image Analysis
49 Total Images - 3 without alt attribute – 28 with empty alt attribute
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt=""

More than half of the images on
this page have empty alt
attributes, which severely cuts
into the searchability of the page
wherein Osiris is trying to sell
products. A suggestion would be:
alt=“Osiris Organics CBD Baby
Bum Balm”

alt="Osiris Organics CBD
Cream"

This is a great example of the type
of Image ALT tag that needs to be
applied to every product photo on
this page.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Products Page - Image Analysis
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt

This is another example of a
product that could use an Image
ALT tag where it is currently
empty. This could be filled with
alt=“Osiris Organics Crisp
Orange CBD Oil Tincture”

alt=”Relax”

This image serves as a link to a product
line designed to “Relax” users, thus the
straightforward Image ALT tag. However,
this could be better served using a tag
such as alt=“Relax with Osiris Organics
line of CBD for sleep” to introduce
searchable key phrases.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Products Page - Image Analysis
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt=""

This is an interesting example
because the ALT tag is once again
empty, and the product is actually
a “Build your Own Bundle”. This
means that we can be general
about advertising the company as
opposed to a specific product,
such as alt=“Osiris Organics CBD
Product Offerings”

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Products Page – Keyword Focus
The most common keywords on the Product Page are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

tincture –8 times
close – 5 times
topical - 4 times
cart – 4 times
care – 4 times

These are understandable keywords for what the page function is—identifying specific
products and describing them succinctly for the consumer. What is most interesting is
that CBD, a keyword that garners a high search volume and click rate, does not show up
on the most common keywords. This may be a shortcoming or error in the SEO Site
Checkup tool, because in reality the word “CBD” occurs 45 times on the page itself.

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Blog Page
https://osirisorganics.com/blogs/news/why-is-cbd-so-popular

Title Tag

Meta Description
Tag

Headings

Headings Analysis

Why is CBD So Popular? –
Osiris Organics

So why has CBD increased in
popularity over recent years?
CBD has become one of the
newest ways for people to
relieve their own health issues
in today’s society. Recently
people on the internet have
been very vocal about how CBD
has changed their lives for the
better. They proclaim that CBD
can have better effects than

H1 headings

The headings tags on this
particular individual blog
page are well organized
and thoughtfully chosen
to take the reader on a
journey through the
article. One suggestion
would be to rework the
first H2 heading for
brevity, and change
“Quality and CBD” to
simply “Quality CBD”.

(40 characters)

This title tag is great because
it frames the information in
the form of a question from
the get-go, so an individual
completing a search to learn
about CBD can do so from
(320 characters)
the post as well as gain
This meta description is incredibly
access to the Osiris range of
long. It would be better if
products.
shortened and optimized with
keywords relating to wellness and
health.

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

-Why is CBD so Popular?
-Congratulations
H2 headings
- So why has CBD
increased in popularity
over recent years?
- The CBD Craze
- Marijuana Plant vs.
Hemp Plant
- Quality and CBD
- Osiris Organics

Blog Page - Image Analysis
9 Total Images - 3 without alt attribute – 0 with empty alt attribute
While the data from SEO Webpage Analyzer exhibits 9 total images, 3 are “placeholder”
shopping images and the remaining are for layout purposes and do not contribute to SEO
in any way. This brings up an interesting point: this page should definitely include images.
Osiris Organics has the advantage of high-quality images and website design, and this
page feels empty without the images, which is important to note from a user experience
perspective. From an SEO perspective, images that served to emphasize points in the
blog post, such as perhaps a graph dictating CBD popularity, or an example of Marijuana
vs. Hemp CBD in an image. This would enhance the page greatly and improve its
potential search rankings immensely.

Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Blog Page – Keyword Focus
The most common keywords on the Blog Page are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

hemp – 8 times
plant – 8 times
product - 7 times
products – 6 times
close – 5 times

These keywords keep in line with the subject of the blog post, as it addresses questions
about Hemp CBD, CBD plants, and CBD products. This blog post is another instance
where the word “CBD” does not register on the SEO Site Checkup but occurs 29 times in
the post itself. Overall this is a good keyword focus that could be improved with more
focus on keywords like “wellness”, “health”, and phrases such as “benefits of cbd oil” and
“cbd benefits” if this is to be the an introductory, overview-focused blog post that could be
featured on the site.

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Information Page
https://osirisorganics.com/pages/native-american-medicine

Title Tag

Meta Description
Tag

Native American Medicine – Craft your daily wellness
Osiris Organics
ritual with Osiris Organics Premium Natural Wellness
(42 characters)
Solutions
This title tag is good because
it can catch a wider array of
searches and bring searchers
to the Osiris Organics page
where they learn about
Native American medicine
and then are introduced to
Osiris products.

(91 characters)
This meta description tag
suffers the same problem as
the Products page, in that it
is the exact same as the
home page. This could be
reworded to focus more on
the subject matter of the
page – the influence of
Native American medicine in
Osiris Organics.

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Headings

Headings Analysis

H1 headings

There is technically no H1
heading when you first
look at the website. The
topmost information,
“Violet Rowe” is actually
an H3 heading, which is
puzzling because it cold
easily be an H1, with
“Osiris Organics’ Native
American Medicine
Woman” as an H2 or part
of the H1 heading itself.
This could be vastly
improved.

-Congratulations
H2 headings
-PROFILE

Information Page - Image Analysis
10 Total Images - 3 without alt attribute – 0 with empty alt attribute
IMAGE

IMAGE ALT TAG

NOTES

alt=”Store image"

This Image ALT tag does not serve
to describe the image well, as it is
a photo of alt=“Violet Rowe,
Osiris Organics Native American
Medicine Woman”.

While the data from SEO Webpage Analyzer exhibits 10 total images, 3 are “placeholder”
shopping images and the remaining are for layout purposes and do not contribute to SEO
in any way.
Additionally there is a large header image that does not show up in the HTML code
whatsoever.
Data collected using SEO Webpage Analyzer (see Appendix)

Information Page – Keyword Focus
The most common keywords on the Blog Page are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

native – 12 times
american – 9 times
medicine - 8 times
natural – 8 times
close – 5 times

These keywords are really terrific because they gain a high search volume while also
occurring within the Title tag. The only suggestion here would be to work some of these
keywords into the meta description.

Data collected using SEO Site Checkup (see Appendix)

Conclusion
With SEO Page Analysis, we can delve deeper into the health of the
site from a search perspective and discover ways to slightly adjust
the site so that it is friendly both to users and to search engines.
Thank you for listening!

